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Newworldviews developed in the mid- to late nineteenth century that changed many
philosophical and scientific trends in Europe and the United States. Archaeological and
scientific discoveries and changing economic structures during the industrial revolution encouraged intellectuals, politicians, scientists, and artists to question points of
view rooted in the power structures of religious hierarchies, monarchies, and governments. The application of the scientific method, early developments in sociology, and
widespread political and economic injustices changed the function of the artist. Theatre
artists became interested in projecting a point of view that was relevant to contemporary
audiences. The styles of romanticism and classicism gave way to realism and naturalism,
and these new styles took two different major tracks: historically accurate "period," or
antiquated, stories and realistic drama that focused on contemporary social issues.
The political turmoil of the r84os began to undermine both romanticism and classicism as attention was shifted increasingly to inequities in society. As a result, around
r8so, emphasis began to shift to realism and eventually naturalism and remained there
throughout the last half of the nineteenth century. By the mid-r84os, both classicism and
romanticism had lost much of their appeal for most writers and designers in Europe and
the United States. They were replaced by interest in historical accuracy: insistence on
archaeological precision in the architecture depicted in stage settings; exactness in the
representation of such stage properties as furniture, draperies, and all details of ornamentation; accuracy of costumes in terms of decoration, style, and shape; and armor
and weaponry of the correct period and design. Directors and designers increasingly
consulted antiquarian societies and sought advice from a growing number of experts on
the accuracy of details that were to be represented onstage. This concern for historical
accuracy had gradually accelerated since the late eighteenth century, and eventually it led
to dissatisfaction with the generic settings and costumes that had been found acceptable
by both producers and audiences since the sixteenth century. The new trend toward precise historical accuracy was expensive: Instead of using the same settings and costumes
over and over, settings that fit the visual embodiment of the action to a specific time and
place had to be designed and built. For a time, the demand for accuracy could be satisfied by using the same settings and costumes for all plays set, for example, in the same
century, but gradually designers had to acknowledge and depict differences between the
early and late parts of the same century and among the visual attributes that were characteristic of different countries.

Fig. 7.1. Charles Kean's production of Shakespeare's Macbeth,
act II, scene 4, "The Banquet,"
at the Princess's Theatre,
London, r853.
lnv. 0.1427-1901 E305. V&A Images/Victoria &
Albert Museum.

Charles l<ean and Historical Realism
In England, historical accuracy reached a peak in productions
staged between r8so and r859 by director Charles Kean (r8rrr868) at the Princess's Theatre in London. His repertory was made
up almost entirely of poetic drama (especially Shakespeare) and
melodramas. In all of them, he insisted upon absolute historical accuracy in every detail of settings, costumes, and properties.
Beginning with Shakespeare's Macbeth in r853, he provided the
audience with a printed list of the authorities he had consulted
in his search for authenticity. [fig 7.r] In the program given to
audiences for that production, Kean wrote, "I have availed myself
of the valuable knowledge of George Godwin, Esq., F.R.S. of the
Royal Institute of Architects, to whose suggestions I take this
opportunity of acknowledging my obligation" (Macbeth, ix). It is
unclear who should be given credit for designing Kean's Macbeth,
because specific scenes were assigned to different painters (a typical practice at the time). The banquet scene (act 3, scene 4) was
painted by J. Dayes (d. r888), but he worked with several other
painters in Kean's theatre, including William Telbin (r8r3-r873),
Thomas Grieve (r7gg-r882), Hawes Craven (r837-rgro), William
Gordon (d. r8s8), and Frederick Lloyds (d. r894), all among the
most important English scene painters of the mid-nineteenth

century. However, Kean was the dominant force in his theatre and
had a strong voice in design decisions.
Kean was prone to substituting spectacle for entire scenes
of Shakespeare's plays. In Richard II, Shakespeare contrasts the
defeated Richard's entry into London-he is berated and pelted
with garbage-with the arrival of the triumphant Bolingbroke,
who is welcomed and extravagantly cheered. Shakespeare's
poetic passage for this scene (one that John Dryden declared
superior to anything that Sophocles or Euripides had ever written) is brief but powerful in describing the contrast. Instead of
letting the audience concentrate on Shakespeare's emotional
account, Kean replaced it with a detailed, realistic street scene of
houses and, according to John William Cole (I793-r87o), Kean's
biographer, with a crowd of five hundred to six hundred extras.
[fig 7.2] According to Cole, "The episode was pronounced by
thousands, who witnessed it on repeated occasions, to be, beyond
all comparison, the most marvellous scenic illusion that had ever
been attempted" (II, 2og-ro). Such "improvements" on Shakespeare were admired by contemporary critics and designers, who
thought Kean was helping Shakespeare overcome the shortcomings of the Elizabethan theatre (which Shakespeare had no way
of avoiding), with its lack of a proscenium arch and perspective
scenery. Kean was convinced that by "illustrating" Shakespeare's
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Fig. 7.2. "Historical Episode" showing
Bolingbroke's entry into London, from
Charles Kean's production of Shakespeare's
Richard II, Princess's Theatre, London, r8s7lnv.o.,596-,9o,_ Neg. BW49993. V&A Images/Victoria & Albert

Museum.

plays, he was making "more valuable and impressive ... the lesson conveyed" (Cole, II, 379). Kean's approach was admired and
imitated by most of the important directors of the late nineteenth
century. [fig 7. 3]
Kean did not devote his energies entirely to Shakespeare. He
produced a number of other poetic plays, among them Sardanapa[us by Lord Byron (q88-r824), which was designed primarily
by Frederick Lloyds (r8r8-r894) in r8s3- [fig 7.4] The Palace of
Nimrod was perhaps the most impressive setting in this production, topped only by the fire in the final scene: "The pillars, walls,
and ceiling crumble and fall-the pyre sinks-and in the distance
appears a vast panoramic view of the Burning and Destruction of
Nineveh" (Kean, Sardanapa[us, 55). Kean devoted as much time to
melodrama as he did to Shakespeare. Perhaps his best-known production ofa melodrama was The Corsican Brothers by Dian Boucicault
(r82o-r89o), which was presented at the Princess's Theatre in r852.
[figs 7·5 and 7.6] In this play, one of the twin title characters is
killed but keeps reappearing as a ghost who seeks to protect his
brother. According to visual evidence, the ghost seemed to emerge
from or sink into the stage floor. Staging the trick demanded complex machinery that has become known as the "Corsican trap" or

Fig. 7·3· Image from Charles Kean's production ofShakespeare's
Henry VIII, act I, scene 4, Princess's Theatre, London, r8sslnv. D.1493-1901Neg. 5426g. V&A Images/Victoria & Albert Museum.

Fig. 7 + Frederick Lloyds' elaborate set design for "The Hall ofNimrod"
in Charles Kean's production of Lord Byron's Sardanapalus, Princess's
Theatre, London, r853.
V&A Images/Victoria &Albert Museum.

Fig. 7·5· Design for Charles Kean's

production ofBoucicault's The Corsican
Brothers, act I, scene I, Princess's Theatre,
London, I852. Watercolor.
View with scrim lit from the front.
lnv. 0.1408·1901. V&A Images/Victoria & Albert

Museum.

Fig. 7.6. Design for Charles Kean's
production ofBoucicault's The Corsican
Bmthers, setting for the tableau, act I,
Princess's Theatre, London, I852.
Watercolor. View with scrim lit from
behind to reveal tableau upstage.
lnv. 0.1407·1901. V&A Images/ Victoria & AI bert

Museum.
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Fig. 7. 7. Stagehands preparing to open a sliding trap.
From J. Moynet, L'enuers du theatre; machines et decorations. Bibliotheque des merveilles (Paris: Hachette,
1875). TL1984.1.1077· In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph:
Michael Smith.

"ghost glide." To create it, an opening, or bridge, was cut in the
floor the full width of the stage. It was replaced by two coverings:
one made of wood, which rolled up like a roll top desk, and one
made ofbristles that matched the floor. Underneath the bridge, the
designer installed an inclined track that allowed a wheeled platform to rise from below the stage to stage level. An actor standing
on the platform was forced up through the bristles. The rolltop
covering over the bridge was geared to move with the platform
so that no opening in the floor was ever seen by the audience. By
using this mechanism, human figures (or ghosts) apparently rose
out ofor sank into the earth while seeming to glide through space.
[fig 7 ·7]
A number of these and other innovations were brought together by various directors around 18go to create some of the most
spectacular productions ever seen on an indoor stage. [fig 7.8]
Treadmills were installed in stage bridges and coupled with moving panoramas to create such scenes as the chariot race in Ben Hur,
in which galloping horses moved in one direction on a treadmill
while in the background, a panoramic painting ofa stadium filled
with people moved in the opposite direction. [fig 7 .g] The speeds
ofboth innovations were controlled by recently developed electric
motors. Motion pictures, which were developed shortly afterward
(in the early twentieth century), inherited this interest in moving
spectacle, and as films became more adept at the use of special
effects, tl1e mechanical devices that had been developed for the
stage soon disappeared from the theatre but continued to grow in
complexity in films throughout the twentietl1 century.
Kean's productions came to be known and admired throughout Europe, especially in Germany. For example, Friedrich Haase
(1825-19n), who had seen Kean's productions in London and
freely acknowledged their influence on him, became known
for his historically accurate stagings of Shakespeare, especially
Hamlet and The Merchant of Venice. [fig 7 .10] His productions at the
court of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha from 1866 to 1868 and in Leipzig
from 1870 to 1876, as well as elsewhere, were designed by brothers
Max (1836-1919) and Gotthold (1844-1892) Bruckner. The Briickners would subsequently be employed by the two most influential
directors-managers of the last quarter of the nineteenth century
in Germany.

Saxe-Meiningen

Fig. 7.8. Stage showing an elevated bridge.
From Albert Hopkins, Ma9ic: Sta9e Illusions and Scientific Diversions, lncludin9 Trick Photo9raphy (New York:
Munn & Co., 1898).

Fig. 7·9· Illustration for "The County Fair" showing a horserace onstage,
using a moving panorama and treadmills run by electric motors, the speed
ofwhich was controlled by the man at upper right, Union Square Theatre,
New York, I88g-I8go.
From Georges Moynet, La machinerie the8trale. Trues et decors (Paris: Librarie illustree, 1893). TL1984·'·712.
In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.
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Georg II (1826-1914) became the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen in
1866, by which time he had witnessed productions by some of
Europe's major theatrical figures, such as Kean, Haase, and Tiecl<.
In the 187os Saxe-Meiningen took charge of the court theatre in
Meiningen, which had been producing unremarkable work since
its inception in 1831. The repertory of the Meiningen company
was made up primarily of works by Shakespeare, Schiller, and

Fig. 7.10. Friedrich Haase's production ofThe Merchant ofVenice, designed by
Max Bruckner, 1867.

Fig. 7.n. Illustration ofSaxe-Meiningen Players in Julius Caesar.
From Die Gartenlaube, 1879.

From Leipzi9er Jllustrierte Zeitun9, 1872.

nineteenth-century romantic playwrights, not unlike that of other
companies of the time. In staging, however, Saxe-Meiningen pursued pictorial illusionism that surpassed all previous standards,
including Kean's. [fig 7 .II] He divided each century into three
parts and determined with precision the visual characteristics of
each part; he further distinguished among national differences
within these segments. Using this information, he insisted on
precise authenticity of garments and of the materials from which
they were made. If he could not find authentic materials, he had
them manufactured to his specifications. In performance, he
forbade his actors to alter their costumes (a common practice
in this period) to make them more flattering or fashionable. He

introduced genuine chain mail, armor, swords, axes, halberds,
and other weapons. The success of the Meiningen Players led to
the establishment of theatrical supply houses that manufactured
furniture, properties, weapons, and armor to meet the increasing
demand for authenticity.
Saxe-Meiningen himself designed all the costumes, scenery,
and properties used by his company. [fig 7.12] The settings were
usually painted by the Bruckner brothers. Saxe-Meiningen used
strong colors in scenery, reversing the traditional practice of
having actors play against pastel scenery. This probably explains
critics' comments on the "garishness" of the Meiningen settings.
The duke was opposed to sky borders and used foliage, beams,
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Fig. 7.12. A sketch for the banquet scene in Shakespeare's
Macbeth showing a typical shallow "Meininger room" as
designed by the Duke ofSaxe-Meiningen. A trap at stage left
permitted the murderers to talk to Macbeth as he leaned over
the railing, effectively hiding them from the banqueters.
In the collection of the Meiningen Theatre Museum.
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Between r874 and r8go, the Meiningen company played in
thirty-eight cities in nine countries, including Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, England, Germany, Holland, Russia, and Sweden, giving about twenty-six hundred performances offorty-one plays. By
the time it gave up touring in r8go, the Meiningen company commanded the greatest respect ofany company in the world. Its tands
at the beginning of the movement toward unified productions in
which each element was carefully selected for its contribution to
the total effect. Because he epitomized the demand for standards
imposed by one artistic consciousness, Saxe-Meiningen is usually
called the first director in the modern sense.

Richard Wagner
Fig. 7.13. Saxe-Meiningen's sketch for act !I ofJulius Winding's
Pope Sixtus V.
lnv. IV Nr. 1020. In the collection ofthe Deutsches Theatermuseu m, Munich.

banners, or other devices as overhead masking. He avoided
symmetrical balance in settings, which he thought unnatural,
and was careful to keep each detail in correct proportion and to
blend painted and three-dimensional elements convincingly.
[fig 7 .13] He was also one of the first designers to treat the stage
floor as part of the design, breaking it up with fallen trees, rocks,
hillocks, steps, and platforms. The company's principal source
of success was totality of effect, especially in ensemble acting.
[fig 7·I4]

Fig. 7.I4. Saxe-Meiningen's blocking sketch for the coronation scene in
front of d1e cathedral at Rheims in Schiller's Die]un9frau von Orleans. The
duke's emphasis here was not on the magnificence ofd1e procession, but
on tl1e crowd's reaction to it. The actors spilled over into d1e wings to give
d1e impression that there was no real end to d1e crowd or the procession.
In the collection ofthe Meiningen Theatre Museum.

Saxe-Meiningen must share the credit for establishing the idea
of productions unified through a single artistic consciousness
with Richard Wagner (r8r3-r883); however, the two artists had
different reasons for their efforts: Saxe-Meiningen was interested in depicting historical accuracy, and Wagner was interested
in depicting German myths. Wagner rejected the contemporary trend toward realism, arguing that the dramatist was not a
recorder of real life but a mythmaker who unites people as a "folk"
through its racial myths . To him, true drama was concerned with
the ideal world, which is left behind as soon as spoken dialogue
is used. He suggested that drama should be "dipped in the magic
fountain of music" to achieve a combination of Shakespeare and
Beethoven. He also argued that music, through melody and tempo,
permits greater control over performance than is possible in spoken drama, in which interpretation is abandoned to the whims
of the performer. Because he believed the effectiveness of musicdrama depended on performance as well as on composition, he
argued that the author-composer should supervise every aspect
of production to unifY all the elements into a Gesamtkunstwerk, or
master artwork.
Wagner orchestrated his scene changes with such precise
timing that they were a spectacle in and of themselves. He created seamless changes using cross-fading lighting cues, gauze
scrims, and smoke. Smoke, which was actually steam, rose from
openings in the floor, and lighting was dimmed while a series
of gauze curtains either flew in and out or slid onto the stage
from the wings. Sometimes cut drops-areas of the drops were
cut out to reveal the scenery behind-were used in combination
with the gauze curtains to make the transition from one scene to
the next. The steam concealed the scene shifters as they moved
scenery onto and off the stage, and the combination of the movements of the gauze curtains and the lighting shifts made scenes
recede and appear as ifby magic. All of this was done in plain view
of the audience and was carefully underscored by the orchestra
(Hopkins, 384).

Fig. 7-IS- The auditorium and stage of the Festspielhaus at Bayreuth.
Max Bruckner's scene design for Parsifal.

Fig. 7.16. A return of the fan-shaped auditorium, Wagner's Opera House,
Bayreuth, 1876.

From Le The6tre, no. 20 (Paris: Manzi, joyand & Cie, August 1899): 21. In the collection oft he
Widener Library, Harvard College Library, FL399.85F.

From Richard Leacroft and Helen Leacroft, Theatre and Playhouse (London: Methuen Publishers, 1984).
114-115, Ill us. 177. Courtesy of Methuen Publishers.

To house his idealized music-drama, Wagner championed and
built a new theatre structure, which opened in r876. Designed
by Wagner and Otto Bruckwald (r84r-rgo4), the Festspielhaus
in Bayreuth revolutionized theatre architecture. [figs 7-IS and
7.16] Wagner wished to create a "classless" theatre, so he abandoned the box, pit, and gallery arrangement that had been the
norm since the sixteenth century. To ensure good sight lines, the
auditorium was shaped like a fan, measuring fifty feet across
at the proscenium arch and one hundred fifteen feet at the rear
of the auditorium. There were no aisles. The orchestra pit was
largely hidden from view, much of it under the apron of the
stage. This architectural feature, along with darkening the auditorium during performances (still a novelty at that time) and
framing the stage with a double proscenium arch, created what
Wagner called a "mystic chasm" between the "real" world of the
auditorium and the "ideal" world of the stage. The arrangement of the auditorium was the theatre's most notable innovation, because the stage was essentially the same, in terms of
its physical makeup and machinery, as that of other nineteenthcentury theatres. To dramatize mythic material, Wagner sought
precise historical accuracy in scenery and costumes and employed
such devices as moving panoramas. [figs 7.I7, 7.r8, and 7.rg]
His most famous productions (especially the four that made
up the Ring of the Niebelungen), while designed by various people,
were all constructed and painted by the Briickners. His taste

Fig. 7.17. Illustration showing the panorama as used by Wagner.
The rollers were originally wound by hand and later by electric motors.
Parsifal, Bayreuth, 1882. [Hs 34-11-4] Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner-Stiftung, Bayreuth.
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Fig. 7 .18. Photograph of the forest portion of the panorama for Parsifal,
1882. Painted by Max and Gotthold Bruckner based on designs by Paul
von Joukowksy.

Fig. 7.19. Photograph of the temple portal portion of the panorama in act I
ofParsifal, 1882.
[N4216·18] Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner-Stiftung, Bayreuth.

[N3734] Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner·Stiftung, Bayreuth.

for minute detail may be seen in Siegfried, for example, in which
he had a dragon built that breathed fire and smoke and had
realistic scales and movable eyes and mouth. [fig 7 .20] For Wagner, the ideal myth was to be reached through total illusion, and
the overall effect was of magic. [fig 7. 22] He even forbade the
musicians to tune up in the pit and allowed no applause during

performances or curtain calls at the end. Although Wagner's
scenic practices were grounded solidly in nineteenth-century
traditions, his demand for productions in which all elements are
the product of one artistic consciousness influenced most subsequent practice, especially in the twentieth century. [figs 7 .21,
7.23, and 7.24]

Fig. 7.20. Illustration showing Fafuer the dragon in Siegl'ied at the Paris
Opera, 1902. Note the bull-roarer under the platform, and the stagehands
pushing the dragon up the ramp.

Fig. 7.21. An artist's conception for the wagons and cradles used to create
the floating Rhinemaidens.

From Scientijic American (supplement, 1902).

From Albert Hopkins, Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientijic Diuersions, Including Trick Photography (New York:
Munn & Co., 1898).

Fig. 7.22. JosefHoffman's model
for act III ofDie Walkiil"e. The Ride
of the Valkyries was suggested by
the projection onto the scenery of
five lantern slides painted by Carl
Emil Doepler.
Die Walkure, act Ill, Bayreuth 1876. Stage Model
[SSM 004]. Nationalarchiv der Richard·WagnerStiftung, Bayreuth.

Fig. 7.23. Etching byJ. Bergen of the Rhinemaidens as viewed from backstage. Note the swimming machines, the slide down which Alberich
plunges, the beam of electric light used to illuminate the gold, and the
row of gaslights at the very top.

Fig. 7.24. A photograph of the Rhinemaidens from a production at
Bayreuth.
Dos Rhein9old. The three Rhine daughters: Minna Lammert, Lilli Lehmann, and Marie Lehmann
[N264g]. Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner-Stiftung, Bayreuth.

Das Rhein9old, 1876. Etching by j. Bergen [N1183]. Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner-Stiftung,

Bayreuth.
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Fig. 7·25. Sectional plan of the Paris Opera, designed by Garnier, opened in
r87 4· The stage house is at left. Nate the many levels below the stage. Nate
also the amount of space given over to lobbies and other audience uses.
From Charles Garnier, Le nouuel Op€ro de Poris (Paris: Librairie generale de !'architecture et des travaux
publics, Ducher et Cie, 188o). Tobin TL1984.1.1109.1. In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of
Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.

Nineteenth~Century

Theatre Architecture

It is perhaps ironic that in Paris, a new opera house was com~

pleted in r87 4, two years prior to the opening of the Bayreuth
Festspielhaus. Whereas the Bayreuth structure was revolutionary
and began a new era in theatre architecture, the Paris Opera was
the culmination of what had gone before. Designed by Charles
Garnier (r82s-r8g8)-construction began in r862-it had enor~
mous foyers, and staircases led to the auditorium, which had four
levels of galleries and a seating capacity of twenty~one hundred.
[fig 7.25] The proscenium arch, which was fifty~five feet wide,
framed a stage one hundred seventy~ five feet wide by eighty~five
feet deep. The depth could be increased to about one hundred
fifty feet by incorporating the dance salon immediately behind the
stage. The stage floor was raked upward toward the back. Above
the stage there was a space one hundred nineteen feet high; below
it was a space fifty feet high. Scenery was either shifted by chariot
and pole or flown in and out. When it was built, this theatre was
the most elaborate in the world, but it was soon outmoded by
Wagner's theatre.
Experimentation with theatre design seems to have been
popular in the r87os. In some instances, theatre architecture was
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modified to include large~scale elevators and hydraulic lifts. In
New York, Steele MacKaye (r842-r894) built the Madison Square
Theatre, which opened in r879. Exploiting the machinery of the
day, he installed two stages, one mounted above the other in an
elevator shaft, which could be shifted in forty seconds. [fig 7 .26]
The stages, which were operated by electricity, each measured
twenty~two feet wide by thirty~one feet deep. It was a very effi~
cient design so long as the production had no more than two sets.
The revolving stage, or turntable, was another innovation that was
used in r8g6 for a production ofDonjuan in Munich. [figs 7.27
and 7.28] This method of scene shifting, which has remained a
popular device, was first used by Leonardo da Vinci in 1496 for
a production of Danae. However, the requirements of the stage
floor for the desired perspective settings of the Renaissance
made da Vinci's design a novelty rather than an innovation, and
the revolving stage did not become noteworthy until the late nine~
teenth century.
A more complex mechanical stage was perfected by the
Asphaleia Syndicate, a manufacturer of scenic mechanisms in
Austria~ Hungary. This system mounted several sections of the
stage floor on hydraulic lifts. Each section of the stage could be
raised or lowered, alone or in combination; it could also be tilted

Fig. 7.26. Sectional of the Madison Square Theatre, opened by MacKaye in
r879. Note the two stages, one above the other, mounted in a large elevator
shaft. The orchestra can be seen in the balcony above the proscenium arch.
Note also the gas table and the backing light in the bottom wing space.

Fig. 7.27. Revolving stage for Don juan, Royal Theatre, Munich, r8g6.
From Albert Hopkins, Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientific Diuersions, Including Trick Photography
(New York: Munn & Co., 1898).

From Scientific American (Aprils, 1884).

Fig. 7.28. Plan view of the revolving stage for Don juan, Royal Theatre,
Munich, r8g6.
From Albert Hopkins, Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientific Diuersions, Including Trick Photography (New York:
Munn & Co., 1898).
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or set at angles. This system also included a movable panorama.
The Asphaleia system was first installed in the Budapest Opera
House in 1875. [fig 7.29] A similar arrangement was installed
in the Auditorium Theatre in Chicago in 1886. Such mechanical stages did impose limitations on design, because the scenic
elements had to be positioned according to the location of the
hydraulic lifts.
In the United States, Edwin Booth (1833-1893) made an
important innovation in 1869 when he opened Booth's Theatre. It
apparently was the first modern theatre to have a level stage floor
(rather than a raked floor, as had been standard in prosceniumarch theatres since the Renaissance) and no grooves in the stage
floor for the shifting of flats. [fig 7. 30] Several hydraulic elevators
were used to raise set pieces from the fifty-foot-high working
space below the stage, and flying machinery raised other pieces
into the seventy-six feet ofoverhead space. With his design, Booth
introduced the "free plantation" of scenery on level stage floors
that would become standard by about 1900 and persist tl1ereafter.
[fig 7.31] Booth's principal designer was Charles Witham (18421913), who had worked in Boston and elsewhere before Booth
hired him to be principal scene painter at the Winter Garden in
New York and then at Booth's. [fig 7.32] Subsequently, Witham
worked for a number oftheatres in New York until he retired in
1909. As is the case with other designers of the period, it is difficult to assess Witham's work; throughout the nineteenth century,
the scene designer was usually concerned primarily with fulfilling
the director's demands. [fig 7·33]
Henry Irving (1838-1905), England's most admired actorproducer of the late nineteenth century, followed in Kean's footsteps in his devotion to historical accuracy but followed Booth's
innovations in leveling the stage in his theatre and not installing grooves in the floor for shifting and supporting fiats. Irving
became manager of the Lyceum Theatre in 1878 and continued
as manager until 1898. Irving's settings became so complex
that eventually he hired about one hundred thirty-five people to
"arrange and conduct the scenes." He achieved his first important success in 1872 in The Bells, an English adaptation by Leopold Lewis (1828-1890) ofLe ]uifPolonias (The Polish Jew) by Emile
Erckmann (1822-1899) and Alexandre Chatrian (1826-1890).
Irving played Mathias, who, under hypnosis, confesses to the
murder of a Polish Jewish peddler. He continued to play the role

Fig. 7.29. Asphaleia stage. Illustration showing the hydraulic bridge
machinery and rolled cyclorama at the Opera, Budapest.
From Georges Moynet, La machinerie theatrale. Trues et decors (Paris: Librarie illustree, 1893).
TL1984·'·712.p221. In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin.
Photograph: Michael Smith.

Fig. 7.30. The interior ofBooth's Theatre, ca. r87o.
From the Harvard Theatre Collection, Houghton Library.
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Fig. 7-3I. Backstage, Booth's Theatre.
From Appleton'sjourna/3 (May 28, 1870).

Fig. 7.32. The paint studio at the Booth Theatre, painting by
Charles Witham, between r86g and r873.
Courtesy of the Museum ofthe City of New York.

Fig. 7·33· Charles Witham's scene
design for Hamlet, r87o.
TS Promptbook SH 154-7- From the Harvard Theatre
Collection, Houghton Library.
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Fig. 7·34· Etching of a scene from

The Bells with Henry Irving, Lyceum
Theatre, London, r87r. Engraving.
Here Mathias (played by Irving) dreams
of the incident fifteen years before when
he killed a Polish Jew. The scrim is
situated behind the main playing space
to reveal the flashback scene upstage.

I

I'

©World History /Topham /The Image Works.

throughout his career. The setting for this play was designed by
Hawes Craven (1837-1910), who made use of a scrim upstage to
reveal the murder of the peddler, who rides in a horse-drawn sled
in a snowstorm. [fig 7·34] Craven headed Irving's scenic department from 1872 through 1898. He was assisted by Joseph Harker
(1855-1927), who continued to be a major figure in English scenic
design into the 192os; William Telbin (1813-1873); Thomas
Grieve (1799-1882); and numerous others. Craven, who seems
to have been the designer/painter most in demand in London in
the late nineteenth century, painted sets for several other theatres
in the city, as well as in Ireland and the United States. Some of
Craven's most famous designs were for Goethe's Faust and Shakespeare's Romeo and juliet, Macbeth, and Henry VIII. [fig 7·35] His
setting for Shakespeare's Coriolanus was based on designs by Lawrence Alma-Tadema (18 3 6-1912), one of the leading antiquarians
of the time. Irving spent much time experimenting with lighting
and conducted some of the first lighting rehearsals. Unlike most
managers of the day, he rejected the new technology of electric
lights, maintaining that he could get better special effects with
gas lighting.

Fig. 7·35· Hawes Craven's scene design for actV, scene 4 (the final scene)
in Henry Irving's Romeo and]uliet, engraver unknown.
Reproduced with kind permission ofthe University of Bristol Theatre Collection.
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Fig. 7.36. Sepia-toned photograph ofBeerbohm Tree's production of
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, produced at Her Majesty's
Theatre, London, rgoo.
V&A Images /Victoria & Albert Museum.

The Trend of Historical Accuracy Spreads
The concern for historical accuracy was a major trend in scenic
design in England until at least World War I. It is probably epitomized by the productions ofHerbertBeerbohm Tree (r8s3-rgq).
In r878, he became manager of the Haymarket Theatre and then
built his own theatre, Her Majesty's, in r8g7, which was designed
with elaborate spectacle in mind (he ran the theatre until 1914).
His productions continued and even extended the trend toward
actualistic detail. His production of Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream in rgoo, for example, featured live rabbits and a carpet of grass with flowers that could be plucked. [fig 7. 3 6] Many
scenes included numerous flying fairies and magical occurrences
in a fairyland forest. Although the scene changes added forty-five
minutes to the playing time, the production's literal realism was
very popular, attracting more than two hundred twenty thousand
spectators to one of the longest-running productions of any
Shakespearean play in London up to that time. Perhaps his bestknown production was Henry VIII in rgro, painted by Harker-it
isn't clear who should be credited with the designs, because Tree

was involved in every aspect of the production and received considerable archaeological advice from Percy Macquoid (r8s2-r925),
who also designed for Tree. [fig 7. 37] To critics who complained
about his dependence on spectacle, Tree replied, "To attempt
to present Henry VIII in other than a realistic manner would be
to ensure absolute failure." Nevertheless, Tree cut almost half
of the play's lines and arranged the remainder into three acts.
The production opened to great success; however, by the time it
played inN ew York and then on tour, critics, who were beginning
to embrace modernism, found Tree's work too concerned with
elaborate pictorial detail. 1
Like Tree, designers in many countries emphasized historical
accuracy in their settings until the early twentieth century. However, unlike Tree's elaborate productions of Shakespeare's plays,
there was considerable interest in finding a way to stage the plays
as they had been during the author's lifetime. The most drastic
of the proposals was that ofWilliam Poel (r852-1934). The bestknown example ofhis attempt to renew this staging can be seen in
his production of Measure for Measure, at the Royalty Theatre, London, in r8g3, where he re-created an Elizabethan public theatre,
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Fig. 7·37· Beerbohm Tree, Henry VIII, recreating the throne room at
Hampton Court, produced at Her Majesty's Theatre, rgro.
Reproduced with kind permission of the University of Bristol Theatre Collection.

Fig. 7.38. Poel's reconstruction of an Elizabethan theatre. Measure for
Measure at the Royalty Theatre, London, r8g3.
V&A Images/Victoria & Albert Museum.
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complete with costumed spectators, on a Victorian era pictureframe stage. [fig 7. 3 8]
In the United States, David Belasco (r8s3-193r) was noted
above all for his meticulous re-creation of historical and contemporary settings with every detail precisely realized. His principal
designers were Wilfred Buckland (r866-rg46) and Ernest Gros
(r8go-rg2o). Gros described Belasco's working mode: "When a
play is be put on at the Belasco theatres, Mr. Belasco sends for me,
and he literally acts the entire play for me himself. Then he tells
me what he desires. I am at liberty to make suggestions. Perhaps
these are accepted, perhaps they are not.... We spend from six to
seven months in preparing a play" (Henderson, 2or). Belasco was
equally meticulous about lighting, which was handled by Louis
Hartman (I877-I94I), who was billed separately in the program.
Both Gros and Hartman worked for Belasco for more than twenty
years. Belasco's plays Madame Butteljly in rgoo and Girl ofthe Golden
West in rgos included spectacular lighting cues, such as a sunrise that was slowly sustained for three minutes and a sunset that
lasted five minutes.
Two of Belasco's productions became especially famous for
their settings. For The Easiest Way by Eugene Walter (r874-I94r),
staged in rgog, Belasco reportedly bought the contents of a
boardinghouse room, including the wallpaper, and had it transferred to his stage. In The Governor's Lady by Alice Bradley (dates
unknown) which opened in rgi2., Childs Restaurant inNew York
was reproduced meticulously on the stage. [fig 7·39] The restaurant chain stocked the set daily with food, which was consumed
during the performance.

Fig. 7·39· David Belasco's scene design for The Governor's Lady.
From Le Theotre (Paris: Manzi, joyand, & Cie, 1912).

In France, one of the admired champions ofhistorical accuracy
was Victorien Sardou (1831-1906), now remembered more for
his drawing-room comedies (and other plays of popular genres)
than for his historical plays. Nevertheless, he wrote and directed
lavish historical spectacles that elicited praise-even from the
naturalists-for their faithful reproduction ofspecific milieus. Sardou worked primarily with Charles Antoine Cambon (1802-1875),
who also designed settings for the Opera, Cirque-Olympique,
Comedie-Fran<;aise, and Theatre de laPorte-Saint-Martin. Cambon also worked in partnership with H. R. Philastre (1794-1863),
another popular designer. Among Cambon's settings were those
for Sardou's Patrie! (Homeland!) in 1868. [fig 7 .40]
Attempts at historical accuracy were also typical of designs for
opera in the second half of the nineteenth century. With Giuseppe
Verdi (1813-1901), opera continued the serious turn that had
become typical during the first half of the century. Many of the
period's romantic plays were adapted into operatic libretti. The
plays of Hugo were popular sources, although they often had to
be altered to meet the demands of censors. HisLe Roi S~muse (The
King's Pleasure) was the basis for Rigo!etto. Schiller's Kaba!e und
Liebe (roughly, Intrigue and Love) became Luisa Miller. Many of
Shakespeare's plays (among them Macbeth, Othello, The Merry Wives
ofWindsor, Hamlet, and Romeo and Juliet) were turned into operas
and performed throughout Europe. At La Scala in Milan, perhaps
the preeminent opera house ofEurope, Carlo Ferrario (1833-1907)
was the leading designer for some forty years (he also worked in
Rome and Naples). He was sometimes credited with introducing
realism into operatic design, although his work was more nearly

Fig. 7.40. Charles Cambon's scene design for Victorien Sardou's Patrie!,

r868.
From L'Art du Theatre; reuue mensue/le, no. 3 (Paris: c. Schmid., An nee 1, May 1901). Page opposite 72.
Widener Library, Harvard College Library, FL399-4-15F (An nee 1, May 1901, pp.opp.pg.72).
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Fig. 7-4I. Carlo Ferrario's
scene design for "Ulrica's
Hut," act I, scene 2 in
Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera
(A Masked Ball), r86r.
In the collection of the Pierpont Morgan
Library, New York. Gift of Mrs. Donald
Oenslager, 1982.1982.75:215.

romantic because of its combination of the grandiose and picturesque. He was a major designer ofVerdi's operas. [fig 7.4I]
Ferrario operated a large, private, scenic studio, and by the end
of the nineteenth century, it was customary for many foreign
opera companies to have settings painted in Milan; if they could
not afford that, they could rent the sketches and have Ferrario's
designs copied. After Ferrario's death, Vespasiano Bignami (r84r1929) published five hundred ofFerrario's sketches in rgrg.

Social Realism
Alongside this concern for historical accuracy, there were increasing concerns for social and political issues. The industrial revolution had greatly altered traditional modes of production, with
individual craftsmen increasingly being replaced by machines and
factories. In this rapidly developing industrial world, workers had
to live near their new places of employment, so out of necessity,
large numbers became residents of slums that were hastily built
to accommodate them, thus creating heavily congested living
areas in undesirable environments. Europe (especially England)
was rapidly urbanized as it met the demands of industrialization.
New inventions were crucial in the transformation of society. The
steam engine made it possible to mechanize such tasks as weaving and, more importantly, to revolutionize transportation with
locomotives and steamships. Foreign trade rapidly expanded as it
became easier to bring the raw materials needed for manufactur-
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ing to Europe and to export completed products to other countries
throughout the world.
These changes had many adverse effects on workers, and dissatisfaction soon strongly affected relationships between social
and economic classes. The post-Napoleonic era was characterized by ongoing unrest, which often broke into open rebellion.
The years between the late r82os and the early r8sos saw constant
turmoil, especially during the r84os, when practically every country in Europe was beset by uprisings and demands for better living
conditions, more power for the working classes, and the creation
of governments based on constitutions. Under pressure, those
in power ostensibly capitulated to the demands of the working
classes, but most failed to carry through on their promises. By
r8so, the idealism that originally was strongly championed by the
romantics was being abandoned for demands associated with an
emerging realism. Karl Marx's and Friedrich Engels's Communist
Manifesto, issued in r848, provided a strong ideational argument
for the demands being made by the disgruntled masses.
Perhaps the most fundamental new demand was that the scientific method be applied to social problems. This call was set forth
especially by Auguste Comte (qg8-r857) in his five-volume Cours
de Philosophie Positive (Positive Philosophy), published between
r83o and r842, and the four-volume Systeme de Politique Positive
(Positive Polity), published between r8sr and r854. In these works,
he discussed the various disciplines in order of their complexity, culminating in sociology, "the science of society," which he

admired the reproduction of external reality onstage so long as it
saw as the application of precise observation, hypothesis, and
analysis-that is, the scientific method-to social phenomena was not sordid or ugly. From the Renaissance onward, the stage
had concentrated on a kind of generic realism that emphasized
so that the causes of problems might be determined and the
effects controlled. To Comte, science, when fully developed and
the timeless rather than the topical. Interest in historical accuapplied, could provide solutions to the societal problems plaguing racy, beginning in the late eighteenth century, gradually changed
expectations, which were intensified by the growing realism in
human beings.
Comte's ideas were reinforced and new ones added by Charles
special effects. Historical accuracy was encouraged even more by
Darwin (r8og-r882) in The Origin of Species, published in r8sg. the box set, the popularity of which increased steadily after r825.
Darwin set out to explain how various species have developed The room, with enclosing walls, was soon fitted out with furniture, carpets, pictures, and decorative details such as those seen
through evolutionary stages explained by a process of adaptation
leading to "natural selection." Reduced to its essentials, Darwin's
in actual living rooms. Gaslights and electric lights also hastened
reality of details, because brighter light than had ever been seen
theory explains all biological phenomena in terms of heredity
(factors transmitted to an individual at birth) and environment in indoor theatres called attention to the painted (rather than
three-dimensional) details used to create settings. But ultimately
(those forces to which the individual is subjected after birth). The
scheme of causality summed up in "heredity and environment" the establishment of realism depended upon the perception that
characters are in large part the product of specific hereditary
goes far toward making human beings victims of circumstances
rather than the architects of their own fates. Furthermore, the new and environmental influences. Once that began to be accepted,
knowledge gained through the rapidly expanding disciplines of scenery was forced to create an environment rather than merely a
anthropology, archaeology, and geology in the nineteenth century picturesque background.
Perhaps the most important aspect of nineteenth-century realchallenged the traditional belief that the world is only six thousand years old, as theologians, basing their arguments on pas- ism was the acceptance that spectacle is an integral part of the
action and needs to be particularized for each play. It undercut the
sages in the Bible, had long proclaimed. This conflict between
science and religion intensified throughout the century and con- long-standing practice of creating generic settings that could be
used in many different productions and argued that each productinues to exist.
tion needed settings that were not appropriate to any other play.
The new science-based disciplines sought to restrict true
knowledge to what can be perceived through the five senses. Although this principle was not always observed, it came to be
Attention thus was diverted from the metaphysical or supernatu- increasingly accepted during the late nineteenth century.
In France, two playwrights-Alexandre Dumas fils (r824ral to the natural realm and to those things that can be directly
observed or objectively examined. Marx's observation that reli- r8g5) and Emile Augier (r82o-r88g)-were the standard-bearers
gion is the "opiate" of the people was used as a strong argument for the new realism with dramas that focused on middle-class and
polite society. They also became the major influence on similar
against accepting miserable living conditions in this world based
on promises of rewards in some questionable afterlife. Rather realistic plays elsewhere in Europe and the United States. Copyright laws did not yet protect playwrights, so it was not unusual
than acquiescing to deprivations in the physical world, Marx and
others argued, the working classes should insist on changes that for plays by Dumas and Augier to be translated and adapted in
other countries without acknowledging indebtedness. Dumas's
would improve their lot now.
La Dame aux Camelias (The Lady of the Camellias), [fig 7.42] proAlthough concern for historical accuracy represented one
type of realism in the late nineteenth century, it was quite differ- duced in r852, and Le Demi-Monde, in r8ss, as well as Augier's
ent from the more usual idea of realism that was developed by Le Mariage d'Olympe (Olympe's Marriage), in r8ss, and Le Fils de
Giboyer (Giboyer's Son), [fig 7 ·43] in r862, were pioneering works
those who were in tune with Comte and scientific observation as
the foundation for artistic realism. The earliest reference to real- in this new vein that depicted contemporary society and remained
the most popular type of play through most of the late nineteenth
ism as a distinct style is found in France in r853. By r863, the
century. Not only was the furniture arranged as it would be in
theoretical bases of realism had been thoroughly set forth and
real life, but the actors were coached to perform as though they
debated in such periodicals as Realisme (founded in r8s6), Le
Present, and L'Artiste. Advocates of realism agreed upon the follow- were in a real-life situation rather than in a play. Gradually directors accepted the new mode and were able to create something
ing: Realism provides a truthful representation of the real world; it
approximating real-life behavior.
is based on direct observation of contemporary life and manners;
Other kinds of realistic details were added. In r876 L'Ami Fritz
and authors must be impersonal in their attitudes toward their
(The Friend Fritz) by Erckmann and Chatrian, which was set in
subject matter. It was almost entirely the moral tone of plays that
aroused hostility against realism, for most critics accepted and Alsace, re-created many aspects ofdaily life, including picking real
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Fig. 7.42. Alexandre Dumas fils' final scene ofThe Lady of the Camellias,
first performed in 1852.

Fig. 7·43· Illustration of Augier's production of act IV in Le Fils de Giboyer
(Giboyer's Son).

From Le Theatre Contemporain /I lustre (1867). ©Roger-Viol let/The Image Works.

From A1ts du spectacle. In the collection of the Bibliotheque Nation ale de France, Paris.

cherries from a farmyard tree; in a later scene, real food and drink
were served and consumed onstage. Audiences were delighted,
but one critic made fun of the play, calling it a "gastronomic
comedy." In acting, realistic touches increased. Actresses began
to knit and actors to smoke or perform other familiar business.
One performer at the Comedie-Fran~aise in the r87os consulted
toxicologists to make her death scene more convincing; in r8go a
seemingly authentic blood transfusion was performed onstage.
In England, the emphasis on domestic drama was supported
above all by Squire Bancroft (r84r-rg26) and Marie Wilton Bancroft (r83g-rg2r) at the Prince ofWales's Theatre from r86s to
r879 and at the Haymarket from r88o to r88s (when they retired).
Although they produced a few standard plays from the past, their
reputation rests on their productions of the plays of Thomas W.
Robertson (r82g-r87r), who also was the primary director for the
Bancrofts. In Robertson's plays, character and stage business are
inseparable, for the attitude and emotions of his personages are
revealed primarily through the minutiae of everyday life. Without spectacle Robertson's plays scarcely exist, and the printed

versions require lengthy and detailed stage directions to be
comprehensible. They marked a new kind of realism in England.
Robertson's first play produced by the Bancrofts was Society (r86s).
It was followed by Ours (r866), Caste (r867), and others. The everyday domestic spectacle (in which brewing, serving, and drinking
tea was a common element) came to be called "cup-and-saucer"
drama. The Bancrofts' primary designer was George Gordon
(d. r887), who worked in a number ofLondon theatres starting in
the r84os. That the Bancrofts believed in the picture-frame stage
is clearly indicated by their remodeling of the Haymarket Theatre
in r88o: They extended the gilded picture frame around the entire
proscenium (including across the bottom), thereby eliminating
the apron for the first time in English theatres and emphasizing
the "fourth wall," the imaginary barrier through which the audience viewed the play.
Despite the changes in theatrical design, the texts usually
upheld the moral tone advocated by the majority of theatregoers.
Even if the plays criticized contemporary society, the playwright
almost always found a way to resolve the action so that it did not

Fig. 7·44· Ibsen's Ghosts, scene between Regina and Engstrand, produced
by Den Nationale Scene, Bergen, Norway, 1890.
From the Bergen Theatre Archives, University of Bergen, Norway.

contradict the values of the audience. Dumas and Augier might
examine the shortcomings of modern society, but the endings of
their plays always reinforced traditional values. Eventually, this
approach was challenged byHenrikibsen (1838-1906), who after
writing historical verse dramas from 1849 until 1865 turned to
writing prose works about contemporary issues. Above all, it was
his Et Dukkehjem (A Doll's House), first staged in 1879, and Gengangere (Ghosts), [fig 7 ·44] in 1881, that shocked conservative theatregoers and became a rallying point for supporters of a drama of
ideas that challenged existing standards. There is little in Ibsen's
plays that goes beyond Dumas and Augier in the technical aspects
of playwriting; the difference is that Ibsen's plays are uncompromising in their challenges to received values. As a result, his plays
were forbidden by the censor in most countries ofEurope. Gradually, however, they set a new standard for plays ofideas. For a time,
his plays were done mostly in small, independent theatres, usually
in settings by minor designers, although this changed at tl1e turn
of the century.

Naturalism

Ibsen's plays were much more in keeping with those of another
new movement-naturalism-that was prominent between 1870
and 1900. It was motivated in part by concern for the working
classes. As a means of dealing with contemporary problems, science and technology were considered the major tools. The naturalists argued that all social problems could be solved if only the
scientific method were applied to them systematically.
Naturalism as a conscious literary movement first appeared
in France in the 187os. Its primary spokesman was Emile Zola
(1840-1902), an admirer ofComte and an advocate of the scientific
metl1od as a key to all truth and progress. Believing that literature
and theatre must either become scientific or perish, Zola argued
that drama should illustrate the "inevitable laws of heredity and
environment" in the search for trutl1. He wanted the dramatist, in
the search for truth, to observe, record, and "experiment" with tl1e
same detachment as the scientist. Zola compared the writer with
the pathologist, who seeks the causes of a disease so it may be
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Fig. 7·45· Illustration of act II in Zola's La Terre (The Earth). Note the live
chickens on the stage.
From Le Theatre, no. go (Paris: Manzi, joyand & Cie, September 1go2). 7· Widener Library, Harvard
College Library, FL3gg.85F (No. go, Sept. 1go2[ll]. p.7).

cured, not glossing over infection but bringing it out into the open
where it can be examined. Onstage events should be reproduced
with sufficient exactness to demonstrate the relationship between
cause and effect. [fig 7·45] Zola wrote a number of novels (the
best known is Therese Raquin) and set forth his ideas in Le Natura!isme au Theatre (Naturalism in the Theatre), published in r88r, and
Le Roman Experimental (The Experimental Novel), in r88r. Some of
Zola's followers argued that a play should merely be "a slice oflife"
transferred to the stage. Many virtually obliterated the distinctions
between art and life. Unfortunately, no significant naturalist playwrights appeared, and those naturalist plays that were produced
were staged in ways that scarcely differentiated them scenically
from the realistic plays of Augier and Ibsen. As a movement, naturalism was virtually over by rgoo, but its emphasis on staging
persisted and was absorbed into the realist movement.
There were many varieties of theatre during the last half of the
nineteenth century. Melodrama remained especially popular, as
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did operettas, fairy-tale plays, light comedy, burlesque, music hall,
and other forms. In this period, theatre was for the first time as
respected as opera. Unfortunately, few settings for nonoperatic
productions were considered of sufficient importance to be
preserved, and their designs circulated in the way that operatic
designs had since the Renaissance. Consequently, those that did
survive were usually treated rather negligently.
By about r8go, new artistic movements began to emerge
and would soon overwhelm the traditional type of pictorial theatrical designs. In the early twentieth century, multiple artistic
styles-including symbolism, expressionism, futurism, Dada,
and surrealism-developed in rapid order, all based on competing ideologies tl1at made up what came to be known as modernism. Instead of a dominant style, multiple styles competed
with one another, making all previous theatre seem relatively
simple. Multiplicity was to become the standard during the twentieth century.

Scenic Artists in the Nineteenth Century
In the late eighteenth century, scenic painters began to be recognized in their own right, and they were often given separate
billing. The combination of the increasing demand for historical
accuracy in scenic decoration and the use of gas and electric
lights called for more complicated painting techniques, which
advanced the profession of scenic art. Scenic artists were generally paid well compared with nontheatrical painters-in some
cases earning triple the wages of a regular house painter or
decorator-and were paid by the production or by the unit or
piece (Rosenfeld, g). Painting new set pieces was desirable
work because of the wages involved, but scenic artists also had
to touch up and modify stock scenery. Most theatres used stock
scenery or a combination of stock scenery and new scenes. The
new scenes were often a part of the advertisement of the play or
opera, and if an entire new production was to be designed, the
new spectacle was certainly part of the marketing strategy.
It was usual at this time for designers to make colored scale
maquettes (or preliminary models) of the new scenery required
for a production. [fig 7.46] Few of these models survive; most
were made from card or paper. Machinists took measurements
oft he models and created the plans for the construction of the
flats. Scenic artists worked off the designer's models, gridding
out the scenes to create a paint elevation, a small-scale version
of the surfaces to be painted. With the paint layers worked out
on a small scale, the elevation became the road map for the
actual paint treatment. The corresponding grid, in actual scale,
was laid out on the scenic units.

Fig. 7 .46. The paint studio at the Paris Opera. Note the scenic artist on the
right consulting the designer's model.
From Georges Moynet, La machinerie theiitrale. Trues et decors (Paris: Librarie illustree, 1893). TL1984.1 .712.
p381. In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.

The scene to be painted was cartooned with charcoal over
the grid. The first paint was laid with brushes the size of brooms;
refinements happened in layers with smaller tools. Scenic artists
had to know a variety of techniques, such as gilding and stenciling. The use of gold and silver leaf and mixing mica in paint
to give a surface sparkle or an opalescent sheen were common
practices. Large studios with natural light were required for
painting large drops and scenic units. Often carpentry shops
were next to painting studios so that the painters and the carpenters could work in collaboration (Moynet, trans. Jackson and
Wilson, 101).
There were two methods of drop painting, Continental and
Eastern. On the European continent, drops were usually painted
flat on the floor. This method allows for a very wet application
and a freer style of painting. The Continental painting style was
brought to the United States by Austrian designer Joseph Urban
(1872-1933) in 1911 (Crabtree and Beudert, 42). Painters used
brushes on poles (much as they do today), and although it was
difficult to see the progress of the work (unless the studio was
equipped with bridges or elevated platforms), working on the
floor saved paint. [fig 7·47] Teams of painters worked together,
and a single style had to be maintained. In England, the Eastern method was used; large drops were stretched across and
painted on paint frames that ascended and descended through
a slot in the floor. [fig 7.48] This method saved space in the
studio, but the application was trickier because the paint could
drip; it could also be more expensive because more paint had
to be used. Painters were also suspended in cradles that moved
up and down. Sometimes cloths were rolled and sections were

Fig. 7·47. Painters using long-handled brushes and guides.
From Arthur Pougin, Diction noire historique et pittoresque du theatre et des orts qui s'y rottochent: poetique,
musique, danse, pantomime, de' cor, costume, machinerie, acrobatisme.jeux antiques, spectacles fora ins, diuertissements, sceniques, fetes publiques, rejouissonces populo ires, carrousels, courses, tournois ... Ouuraae illustre de
350 arauures et de 8 chromolithoarophies (Paris: Firmin-Didot et cie, 1885). TL1984.1.1148.p283. In the
collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.
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painted upright; as sections dried, they were taken off the
frame and rolled up on the floor (Rosenfeld, 10-11). In France,
workshops were not attached to the theatres; they were located
elsewhere, and the scenery had to be transported to the stage.
[fig 7·49]
Usually scenery was installed late at night. Using the center
line of the stage as the major reference point, the wings, borders, and drops were set in place. Stagehands who worked with
flying scenery set trim heights-they measured and marked
lines so a set piece could move into exactly the right place.
After the scenery was installed, crews positioned the lighting
in consultation with the painter and the designer (Moynet,
trans. jackson and Wilson, 101). In Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, Albert Hopkins documents another approach:
The last thing the scene painter does before the introduction of a new play is to have the scenes set upon the stage
at night in order that the lightingofthem can be arranged.
The artist sits in the center of the auditorium and minutely
observes every nook and corner of the scene under the
glare of the gas or electric light. Here a light is turned up
and there one is lowered until the proper effect is obtained.
The gas man or electrician takes careful note ofhis directions, and the stage manager oversees everything (294).

I .

!

According to this description, when mounting a new production, the scenic artist had great control over the new lighting
technology.
Fig. 7.48. Painters painting scenery on a paint bridge.
From Albert Hopkins, Ma9ic: Sta9e Illusions and Scientific Diumions, lncludin9 Trick
Photo9raphy (New York: Munn & Co., 18g8).

Fig. 7 ·49· A panorama drop squared for transfer for the Gluck opera Arm ide
from the Wiesbaden Opernhaus (built in 1892). Exact date of drop is unknown.
Germany, 1goos. Panorama design for Arm ide, ca.1goo. Watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 111,4 x 34% in.

In the collection oft he McNay Art Museum, gift of the Tobin Endowment. Photograph: Michael Smith.
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New Painting Materials
As in previous centuries, scenic paint was typically dry pigment
mixed with watered glue, and animal glue, purchased from the
local butcher, was the binder of choice. Other protein-based
glues, such as colloid and casein binders, were also available.
J.P. Moynet documents the use of oil and turpentine on transparent scenery in France (104). In the mid-nineteenth century,
many new synthetic paints, dyes, paint vehicles, and binders
were mass produced. Aniline dyes, which were derived from
coal tar, were used for the first time to back-paint scenes
on transparent drops. In a manner similar to Daguerre's, a
transparent drop could be painted on both sides with a different scene on each side. If the drop was lit from the front,
the downstage scene appeared; if it was lit from behind, the
upstage scene appeared through the drop. Scenic artists were
able to purchase ready-made paints and dyes, and new colors
emerged as a result of technological developments. In the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the isolation of
chromium and cadmium sulfide gave rise to the cadmium and
chroma color families. According to visual documentation and
written inventories, artists still mixed dry pigments; however,
the advances in paint manufacturingtransitioned many scenic
artists to ready-made paints as more colors became available
and cost and preparation time decreased. As paint manufacturers took the commercial sale of paints from the colormen
(chemists who traded pigments to individual artists), the next
generation of artists began to lose an understanding of paint
technology. Artists were distanced from their paints, and
younger generations of painters could not ascertain or evaluate paint quality by the end of the nineteenth century. To
make paint products affordable and convenient, wet pigments
contained extended binders and inferior or substitute ingredients. Additives and preservatives also affected the performance of the paint. While scenic artists were probably not as
concerned as fine artists about paint quality, inferior binders
and pigments presented problems because the paint would
not survive glazing techniques well. The toxic dangers of some
of these new chemical paints and dyes would not be detected
until well into the twentieth century.

New colors were developed by chemists who were trained as
colorists in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; however,
many new colors were not available to mass markets until the
industrial revolution was well underway in the mid-nineteenth
century. Some of the major color and paint technology innovations follow:
1704 First modern synthetic pigment, Prussian Blue, discovered
by German colormaker, Heinrich Diesbach (dates unknown), who was trying to make a red lake pigment but
with imperfect ingredients made a blue pigment instead.
1804 Chemist Louis-Jacques Thenard (1777-1857) discovered
Cobalt Blue.
1813 Viridian Green was discovered.
1817 Cadmium Reds, Yellows, and Oranges were created, but
some Cadmium Reds were not on the market until1910.
1828 French Ultramarine was created artificially by J. B. Guimet
(1795-1871) ofToulouse, and by 1830, factories in France
and Germany were in full production.
1834 Zinc, or Chinese White, was produced byWinsorand New"ton. (It was discovered in 1746.)
1841 John G. Rand (1801-1873) invented collapsible metal paint
tubes. Paint was increasingly stored in these tubes instead
ofin animal bladders.
185os The cobalt colors violet, green, and yellow were introduced.
1852 Roller grinding mills replaced stone mills, and pigments
were produced on a large industrial scale.
1856 Aniline dye was created by accident by Sir William Perkin
(1838-1907), who was attempting to make synthetic
quinine as a teenager. Aniline dyes were made from the
distillation of coal tar and underwent the "lake process,"
in which a color is fixed to an inert white pigment. The first
colorfast aniline dye was mauve.
186o Cerulean Blue was introduced by George Rowney and Co.
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New Technological Developments
SUN EFFECTS

In the late nineteenth century, sunrise and sunset effects were
achieved using a combination of color shifts on the entire stage.
Many practitioners still used gaslights in combination with
colored fabrics and reflectors; however, electrical instruments
made these effects easier. [figs 7.50, 7.51, and 7.52] In the
wings and borders, bunch lights were housed in boxes that
had a pulley mechanism attached to gel covers that encircled
the lamps. [fig 7·53] When an operator moved the line, the gel
colors shifted, so the group of lights would change color. At the
same time, operators were stationed upstage and behind the
backdrop, focusing arc lights onto the drop. They slowly passed
different colors of glass over the instruments and changed the
intensity of the light. The instrument was mounted on an angled
frame and moved up or down to give the appearance of the sun
about to peek over or disappear below the horizon. If the orb
of the sun was to be seen, the lighting instrument was held very

close to the drop, creating a tight circle of light. Suns could also
be made like moons: They were glass disks inside which electric lights had been installed; the intensity of the light could
be varied. Attached to wires, the disks could be moved up and
down (Hopkins, 295-98).
SMOKE AND FIRE

Nineteenth-century designers used several techniques to create fire and smoke on stage. At the most basic level, fire effects
were supported by changes in the color of stage lighting. This
was accomplished by moving colored glass over the lighting
instruments. Forftash effects, electrical instruments, which
were already in use, could be turned on and off very quickly.
However, the desire for realism and naturalism sometimes
demanded that stage properties and scenery be ignited. The
parts of the scenery that were to be set on fire were made of
metal and covered with what was called "quick match," a combination of powder and alcohol. In theory at least, the metal set
pieces were clear of the scenery that was not to be burned. A
lamp wick ran in a controlled path to ignite the fire. The metal

:H
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---------:-- ·--- _____ ...,_ -------,.----Fig. 7 .so. Electric lighting instruments: border
lights. Compare this image to the gas border lights
in figure 6.so for an idea of how theatres may have
converted their existing gas fixtures to electric.
From Georges Moynet, La machinerie the6trale. Trues et decors (Paris: Librarie
illustree, 1893). TL1984.1.712.p251. In the collection of the McNay Art
Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.

Fig. 7·5I. Electrical lighting instrument.
From Georges Moynet, La machinerie the6trale. Trues et decors (Paris: Librarie
illustree, 1893). TL1984.1.712.p252.ln the collection of the McNay Art
Museum, gift of Robert L. B. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.
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Fig. 7.52. Side lights.
From Georges Moynet, Lo mochinerie theatrale. Trues et
decors (Paris: Librarie illustree,1893). TL1984.1-712.p253·
In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of
Robert L. 8. Tobin. Photograph: Michael Smith.

Fig. 7·53· Top and bottom left: Screens for
changing the color of the lights. Bottom
right: Bunch or side lights.
COLOR SCREEN CHANGING,

set pieces could be reused after the fire was extinguished.
Small fireworks were also used on stage to create flames.
Fire effects were often accompanied by smoke, which was
actually steam from the boiler room of the theatre. The steam
traveled through a hose into pipes that were attached to flat,
triangular metal receptacles attached to the scenery. [figs 7·54
and 7·55]
WEATHER EFFECTS
i

«

Lightning onstage was produced in several ways. The more
controlled method involved a lightning box, [fig 7.56] a small
metal box sectioned in two parts by a shelf that had a grid or
screen in it. The lower level of the box contained an alcohol
lamp. Once the lamp was lit, an operator poured magnesium
powder and potassium chlorate through an opening in the top

BUNCli OH. SIDE LIUH'l'8.

From Albert Hopkins, Mo9i~: Sto9e Illusions and Scientijic
Diuersions,lncludin9 Trick Photo9rophy (New York: Munn &
Co.,18g8).

of the box. The combustion made a lightning flash (Hopkins,
302). Another lightning technique used a magnesium flash
pistol. Magnesium powder was blown into the barrel of the pistol, where it came in contact with asbestos soaked in alcohol.
When the asbestos was ignited, a flash of light was produced
(Hopkins, 303). To make lightning strike an object, the medieval technique of running a flame down a wire was employed;
however, the material of choice in the nineteenth century was
asbestos soaked in alcohol, which was ignited on an iron pipe
(Hopkins, 303).
Stage snow was produced in much the same way as it
was in the Renaissance: Flakes of some substance fell from a
bridge or cradle in the borders. Soap flakes and particles of
paper, linen, and kid were common, although the use of paper
or linen was surely a fire hazard with gas and early electric
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Fig. 7. 54· Illustration showing the apparatus for creating the illusion of smoke on stage.

Fig. 7·55· Detail of the smoke apparatus.

From Albert Hopkins, Magic: Stage Illusions ond Scientific Diuersions, Including Trick Photography (New York: Munn & Co., 18g8).

From Albert Hopkins, Magic: Stoge Illusions and Scientific Diuersians,
Including Trick Photography (New York: Munn & Co., 1898).

lighting instruments. Soapsuds were sometimes sprinkled onto
the heads and shoulders of actors or onto the scenery itself, but
this technique could damage costumes and sets. Bone shavings
and cornmeal were alternatives (Hopkins, 304).
Wind and thunder effects were produced much as they were
in the Renaissance. There were various types of wind machines;
a common configuration was a large barrel mounted on a frame.
[fig 7·57] This device had paddles (much like paddle wheels
in mills or on riverboats) on the outside, with a piece of silk or
canvas stretched over them. The device was turned by hand
with a crank, and the sound of air whirring over the fabric replicated the sound of the wind. A lower-tech method was to have
a stagehand whirl a hose over his head. Thunder was produced
in several ways. The simplest was to have a stagehand shake a
large, thin piece ofiron. Some theatres used rumble carts, or

drums, which were enclosed wooden boxes with heavy objects
inside. They were set on irregular wheels, so when they were
rolled back and forth by a stagehand, the objects would shake
and make noise. This method was almost identical to the
Renaissance thunder boxes. Thunder drums were also made by
stretching calfskin over the open end of a box. Sound was produced by beating the drum with a padded stick (Hopkins, 301).
Nineteenth-century rain machines were modeled exactly
on those used for centuries: They were enclosed boxes filled
with small pebbles or shot that were either turned upside down
and then right side up or simply shaken. However, in the nineteenth century, the sound was accompanied by a visual rain
effect that involved rear projection onto a drop. A stagehand
turned a blackened glass plate into which parallel lines had
been scratched (in effect, a gobo) from side to side in front of

Fig. 7. 56. Apparatus for producing lightning.

Fig. 7·57· Wind barrel.

From Albert Hopkins, Ma9ic: Sta9e illusions and Scientific Diversions, Jncludin9 Trick
Photo9raphy (New York: Munn & Co., 1898).

From Albert Hopkins, Ma9ic: Sta9e Illusions and Scientific Diversions, lnc/udin9 Trick Photo9raphy (New York:
Munn & Co., 18g8).

an arc projector, which was dimmed and brightened to create
an image offalling rain.

Early Electric Lighting Aduances
The electric arc light was invented in 18o8 (and run by a battery)
and was first used in the Parisian theatre in 1846. But electric
lights generally did not replace gaslights until the last two
decades of the nineteenth century. Before cities became electrified, electricity was generated by steam engines and stored in
batteries. It was not uncommon for a combination of gas and
electric lighting to be used in theatres while the transition to
the electric light in general took place. Carbon arc lamps and
limelights provided controlled focus. By the 189os the carbon
arc lamp, because ofits enhanced brightness and efficiency,
was replacing the limelight. In 188o the Paris Opera became

the first theatre to be completely electrified. In the following
year, the Savoy Theatre in London and the Bijou Theatre in
Boston were electrified. In 1875 Canadians Matthew Evans
(dates unknown) and Henry Woodward (dates unknown) invented the lightbulb and sold the patent to Thomas Edison
(1847-1931), who improved the invention. Four years later
both Edison and Sir Joseph Swan (1828-1914) independently
invented the incandescent lamp in the United States and
England. The incandescent lamp would become a major factor in lighting advances in the early twentieth century. Because
electricity provided even greater illumination and controlled
focus, it would change how scenery was built and conceived
at the turn of the twentieth century. It also changed acting and
directing styles and helped direct the mind of the audience
toward modern expectations.
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